Good day all. Let us imagine a day in time, when those of this world in the dimension of time, go beyond the shadow of time, into the light of a world beyond time. When we look around we see humanity racing. When we look around we see humanity chasing. When we look around we see humanity bracing ~ for what will come in the dimension of time. For in the three times, of past, present and future, humanity is bound to the chain-wheel gang of racing, chasing and bracing. Like a hamster going ‘round and round’ on a not so merry merry-go-round, it will be the dawning of a new age that will bring the merry-go-round to a complete and utter stop. Let us no longer look for pleasure in a pleasure-less world ~ for in the seeking of pleasure on the merry-go-round we are bound to the misery of the cycle of pain. Only in the racing do we feel our mind racing. Only in the chasing do we feel our mind chasing. Only in the bracing do we feel our mind bracing ~ for the inevitable rhythm of ‘pleasure and pain’ of the merry-go-round of the three times. Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.